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Hamiltonian systems of n degrees of freedom for which the Hamiltonian is a 
function that is even both in its joint n coordinate variables as well as in its joint n 
momentum variables are discussed. For such systems the number of distinct trajec- 
tories which correspond to particular periodic solutions (normal modes) with the 
same energy, is investigated. To that end a constrained dual action principle is 
introduced. Applying min-max methods to this variational problem, several results 
are obtained, among which the existence of at least n distinct trajectories if specific 
conditions are satisfied. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With HE C2 ( (W2”, IR) consider Hamiltons equations 

-Ji = H’(z), (1.1) 

where z = (q, p) E [w” x [w”, H’ denotes the gradient of H and J is the sym- 
plectic matrix J= (P, A), with I the identity in R”. In recent times, global 
results have been obtained about the existence of (multiple) periodic trajec- 
tories of (1.1) on a prescribed regular energy surface. If C denotes such a 
regular level set of H, i.e., H is constant on C with non-vanishing gradient 
H’, Rabinowitz [15] proved the existence of at least one periodic solution 
if C is the boundary of a star-shaped domain (see also Seifert [20], 
Weinstein [21], Rabinowitz [ 161 and Clarke [6]). With additional 
geometrical conditions on C, Ekeland and Lasry [9] proved the existence 
of at least n distinct Hamiltonian trajectories on Z (see also Ambrosetti 
and Mancini [l] and Berestycki, Lasry, Mancini and Ruf [S]). 

In this paper we shall consider energy surfaces that have certain sym- 
metry properties. In that case it may be expected that there are particular 
periodic solutions which reflect the symmetry properties of C. We shall 
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restrict ourselves to find these particular periodic solutions, to be called 
normal modes. Of course, this does not mean that these are the only 
possible periodic motions. 

Since the nomenclature used in the literature differs from place to place 
(cf., e.g., Weinstein [21, 221, Rosenberg [17, 181) we start to state the 
precise definition of the particular systems and solutions that will be con- 
sidered. 

DEFINITION. A function HE C2(Iw2”, [w) is called an euen, classical 
Hamiltonian if it satisfies the following condition: 

Wq,p)=H(-q,p)=H(q> -P)=H(-q, -P) V(q, p) E R” x R”; (1.2) 

for such functions the system (1.1) is called an even, classical Hamiltonian 
system. 

A normal mode (solution) of an even, classical Hamiltonian system is a 
periodic solution of (1.1) such that q(O)=0 and p(r) =0 for some r>O. 

The property that q and p vanish at certain instants of time is essential 
for the definition of a normal mode. That, in the above definition, q 
vanishes precisely for t = 0 is a convenient normalization of the initial time, 
which is possible since solutions of ( 1.1) are invariant for time translations. 

The point (q(r), 0) E [w” x Iw” is called a restpoint of the normal mode. As 
we shall see in section 2, a normal mode is completely determined by its 
behaviour between t = 0 and the time at which p vanishes for the first time 
(which is then a quarter of the minimal period). The projection of the tra- 
jectory of a normal mode on q-space is a symmetrical curve through the 
origin that connects two symmetrical restpoints, along which the periodic 
solution oscillates back and forth. 

A particular class of Hamiltonians satisfying (1.2) is given by functions 
of the form 

H(q,p)=tp.Mp+ v(q)> (1.3) 

(where . denotes the innerproduct in LP), with M a positive definite 
n x n-matrix, and with V an even function on KY. 

Hamiltonian systems with a Hamiltonian given by (1.3) are, up to a 
canonical transformation, equivalent to Hamiltonian systems with a 
Hamiltonian of the form 

H(q, P) = 4s~ . P + v(q), 
with V/E C2([w”, Iw), V(q) = V( -4) t/q E R”; (1.4) 

functions of this kind will be called even, natural Hamiltonians. 
For the rest of this paper the following assumptions are supposed to 

hold. 
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A.l. The set C is the boundary of a compact, convex set Q c IW2n, 
with 0 in the interior of Q. 

A.2. There exists an even, classical Hamiltonian H such that C is a 
regular levelset of H. 

The results to be obtained may now be stated. 

THEOREM 1. There exists at least one normal mode trajectory on C. 

For the following it is convenient to define for a>0 an integer [a] 
(somewhat different from the integer part of a) by [a] : = min{ k E N: 
a < k}. Furthermore, for p > 0, let B, denote the ball of radius p and the 
origin as center in W”. 

THEOREM 2. With C and L? as above, assume that there exist positive 
numbers r and R and k E N, 1 <k < n, with 

R<,/mr (1.5) 

such that 

B, c 52 c B,. (1.6) 

Then there exist at least [nJk] distinct normal mode trajectories on C. 

THEOREM 3. Suppose that C satisfies A.l. and, instead of A.2., the 
stronger condition: 

A.2*. There exists an even, natural Hamiltonian H of the form (1.4), 
such that Z is a regular level set of H, C = H-‘(E) say. 

Suppose, moreover, that there exist a monotonically increasing function 
UEP(R+, Iw,) with U(O)=O, a number a> 1 and kEN, 1 <k<n, with 

a<2k+ 1, (1.7) 

such that 

VI4 1 G v(x) G Va I4 1 vx E {x E R”: V(x) < E). (1.8) 
Then there exist at least [n/k] distinct normal mode trajectories on .Z. 

For natural Hamiltonians, Theorem 1 has already been proved by Pak 
and Rosenberg [14]; their proof uses the Jacobian functional (cf. also 
Seifert [20]) and is different from the proof to be presented below. 

Condition (1.6) is akin to the condition required in [l] and [9] for the 
proof of multiple existence of periodic trajectories on sets Z that merely 
satisfy condition A.l.: Ekeland and Lasry [9] prove the existence of n dis- 
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tinct periodic trajectories on Z if 52 satisfies (1.6) with R < fir, and 
Ambrosetti and Mancini [ 1 ] obtain the existence of [n/k] distinct periodic 
trajectories on Z if 52 satisfies (1.6) with R < a Y. Hence, for sets C for 
which condition A.2. is also satisfied, the results of Theorem 2 are slightly 
better. 

In case of a natural Hamiltonian H, for n = 2 the existence of at least two 
normal mode trajectories has been proved by Rosenberg [ 191 for a restric- 
ted class of potentials V; for n 3 2 the existence of at least n distinct normal 
mode trajectories on C has been shown in [ 111 for the case that V is a 
homogeneous function, and this same result can easily be established for 
more general “similarity” potentials of the form 

V(x) =f(Ax)), 

where j is the gauge of any symmetric, smooth, starshaped domain D in Iw” 
(with OED) andfeC’([W+, [w + ) is any monotonically increasing function 
withf(0) = 0. With respect to Theorem 3, note that condition (1.8) is quite 
different from any condition of the form (1.6). In fact, (1.7) and (1.8) 
require the existence of two monotonically increasing functions I and R: 
[0, E] -+ [w, with R(e) < (2k+ 1) r(e) such that for any eE (0, E) the set 
D,: = (x E [w”: V(x) de} satisfies B,(,) c D, c BRce), where now B, denotes 
the ball of radius p in [w”. We are not aware of any results of this nature in 
the literature. 

The organisation of the paper is as follows. 
In Section 2 it is shown that normal mode trajectories on Z correspond 

to solutions of a boundary value problem (H),. In Section 3 this boundary 
value problem is replaced by a variational problem: the “constrained dual 
action principle.” This variational problem is related to the formulation 
used by Ekeland and Lasry [9] and that used by Ambrosetti and Mancini 
[ 11, but differs from these formulations in that respect that our constrained 
formulation simplifies the application of min-max variational methods in 
the next sections. A constrained variational formulation of this kind has 
also been used in [12] to provide a simplified proof of the results of 
Ekeland and Lasry. In section 4 the proof of theorem 1 follows with 
elementary means. In section 5, Ljusternik-Schnirelmann theory is applied 
to the constrained variational formulation. If it is possible to find problem 
(HA,, i=l,2, of the same type as (H)= for which Q,cQcQ2, it is 
shown in Section 6 that a lower bound for the number of distinct normal 
mode trajectories can be estimated in terms of properties of these problems 
(Hi),. If these problems allow one to obtain certain results explicitely, 
which turns out to be the case if the conditions of Theorem 2 or 3 are 
satisfied, the required lower bound for the number of distinct normal mode 
trajectories can be obtained. 
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2. THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM FOR NORMAL MODES 

In this section it is shown that normal modes of (1.1) are in an one-to- 
one correspondence with specific solutions of an eigenvalue problem for a 
two-point boundary value operator. 

For A # 0 consider the boundary value problem (H), : 

- Ji = m(z) fortE(0, ~),z=(z~,z~)ER~x~R”, 

W)z z,(O) = z*( 1) = 0, (2-l) 

z(t) E 2 for t E [0, 11. 

(Note that for Iz = 0 this problem admits no solution as 0 $2.) 
In order to describe the relation between solutions of (H)Z and normal 

modes of (l.l), we introduce the following mapping. For I E lW define a con- 
tinuous piecewise linear function ir on R as the odd periodic continuation 
of 

i,(t) = It for t E [0, l/l] 

=2--h for t E [l/Z, 2/l]. 

Then, for functions z = (zr , z2): [0, l] + R” x R” the reproducing map Vj is 
defined by 

%9(t) := (sign(5,(t)).z,(li,(t)l), sign(~,(t)).z,(l~,(t)l)) 

(where sign([!(t)) : = 0 in the points of discontinuity of 1,). 

(2.2) 

LEMMA 2.1. (i) Let z= (zI, z2) be for some A#0 a solution of (H),. 
Define a function 1: F% -+ R2” by 

i(t):= GFT,z(t/A). (2.3) 

Then & is a normal mode solution of (1.1) on Z with period T < 4 121. 

(ii) If 2 is a normal mode solution of (1.1) on C with period T, then, 
for any k E N u (01, the function 

z”“(t):= 1((2k+l)$t) (2.4) 

is a solution on (H), with parameter A= (2k + 1 )( T/4). 

Proof. (i) As z,(O) = z*(l) =O, the function P defined by (2.3) is con- 
tinuous. Because of the symmetry properties of H, it is readily verified that 
1 satisfies -.Ji = H’(z) on each interval (k, k + l), ke Z. But as H’(P) is 
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continuous, this shows that 1 is differentiable and satisfies this equation on 
all of Iw. 

(ii) If 1= (jl, &*) is a normal mode of (l.l), let z>O be the first 
instant at which P, vanishes. Then z(‘)(t) : = i(t . r) is a solution of (H), 
with parameter z. According to part (i), the transformation (2.3) defines a 
normal mode with period T<4q which coincides with the given normal 
mode P on (0, T), and hence on all of [w. Consequently, z = T/4 because 
T< 42 is not possible by the definition of z, and zi”)(2k + 1) = 0 for all 
ke N. As, for ke N, the function zck) defined by (2.4) is given by 
zck) = z(“((2k + 1) t), it is readily seen that zck) is a solution of (H)= with 
i=(2k+l)z. 1 

This lemma shows that a normal mode is completely determined by its 
behaviour between the time of crossing the origin in z1 - (= conligura- 
tion-) space and the first time, a a-period later, of crossing the origin in 
z2 - (= momentum-) space. The projection of the trajectory into the con- 
figuration-, as well as into the momentum- space is a symmetric curve 
along which the solution oscillates back and forth. Therefore, as expressed 
by (2.4), one and the same normal mode trajectory gives rise to distinct 
solutions of (H),. Related to this observation is the next lemma, which is 
an easy consequence of the symmetry properties of the Hamiltonians under 
consideration. 

LEMMA 2.2. Let z = (z,, z2) be a solution of(H)= for some A # 0. Define 
Z .= - . @I, -z2) and, for any IE N, 

z(‘)( t ) : = VT1 + 1 z(t). 

Then the functions -z, z _ and z(‘) are all solutions of(H),, with parameters 
A, -A and (21+ 1) .A, respectively, and all these solutions correspond to the 
same normal mode trajectory. 

Let Q be the functional defined by 

Q(z):= jz+Ji), (2.5) 

where denotes the Euclidean lR2”-innerproduct and where, here and in the 
following, J denotes integration with respect to the independent variable 
over (0, 1). 

For a solution z of (H)= we have 

Q(z) = 11 H’(z). z, (2.6) 
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and thus, because H’(z). z is sign definite on C, Q(z) # 0. For the solutions 
z- and z(l) defined in the foregoing lemma, we have 

Q(z - I= -Q(z)> Q(%+ I z)=(21+ l).Q(z). 

As we are interested to find distinct normal mode trajectories on C, we can 
restrict ourselves to look for solutions z of (H)z for which Q(z) has a 
prescribed sign (positive say). Furthermore, because of the relation between 
the parameter 1 and the period T of the normal mode, we call a solution z 
of (H)= a solution with minimal period if there do not exist a number 1~ N 
and a function z” such that z = ‘4& + 1 Z. Then we have 

PROPOSITION 2.3. The number of distinct normal mode trajectories of 
(1.1) on C equals the number of distinct pairs of solutions +z of(H)= which 
have minimal period and Q(Z) > 0. 

3. THE CONSTRAINED DUAL ACTION PRINCIPLE 

In this section we shall replace problem (H)= by a problem in the 
Calculus of Variations in the large. This “constrained dual action principle” 
will be dealt with in the next sections to provide the required results. 

First we transform problem (H), to an equivalent problem with a 
homogeneous Hamiltonian. This procedure, standard nowadays (cf. 
Weinstein [21], Rabinowitz [ 15]), is based on the observation that trajec- 
tories of solutions of Hamiltons equations on C depend only on 2 and not 
on the particular choice of the Hamiltonian for which C is a regular level 
set. 

Let j: [w*” -+ [w be the gauge of the set Sz: j(z) := inf{il > 0: z E 3LO}, and 
for /I > 1 define 

K(z) : = jqz). (3.1) 

Then the function K satisfies 

KEC’(R*“, iw) and K(z)= 1 iff ZEC; 

K is positively homogeneous of degree 8; 

K is convex (and strictly convex if 52 is strictly convex); 

ifz=(z1,z2),K(z1,z2)=K(-z1,z2)=K(z1, -z2)=K(-zlr -z2). 

As is easily verified, C = K- ‘( 1) is a regular level set of K: the gradients of 
H and K satisfy 

H’(z) =4(z) K’(z), with $(z) = j H’(z). z, (3.2) 
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where 4 is sign definite on Z. Consequently, defining a regular time 
transformation 

the function z(t) is a solution of (H), for some 1 E R! iff the function w(s), 
related to z by 

w(s(t)) = z(t), te co, 11, (3.3) 

is for some g E R a solution of 

-JIG = aK’(w), w=(w,, W2)EWXlR”, 

W)z w,(0)=w,(1)=0, (3.4) 

K(w(s)) = 1, 

the relation between 1 and 0 being given by 

g = 1 ; &z(t)) dz. f (3.5) 

Remark 3.1. Note that the functional Q is parameter independent. In 
particular, functions z and w related by (3.3) satisfy 

Q(z) = Q(w). (3.6) 

As for (H),, we shall therefore look for solutions w of (K)= for which 
Q(w) ’ 0. 

Using Eulers identity for the homogeneous function K, K’(w). w = fiK(w) 
for w E IR~~, the value of the parameter 0 for a solution w of (K)= is easily 
seen to be given by 

o = 2//? * Q(w). (3.7) 

If we define the ,!?-homogeneous functional k by 

k(w) := 1 K(w), 

it may be observed that the solutions w of (K)= (with Q(w) ~-0) are 
precisely the solutions (with Q(w) > 0) of the following variational problem 

stat(Q(w):k(w)=l;w,(O)=w,(l)=O}, (3.8) 
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where, here and in the following, stat(I;(u): u E W} is shorthand for the 
problem of finding critical (stationary) points of the functional F on the set 
%‘, and any critical point will be called a solution of this problem. Indeed, 
as K(w) & 0 for w E {w: k(w) = 1; ~~(0) = w2( 1) = 0}, Lagranges multiplier 
rule for constrained functions applies and provides the equivalence between 
(K)Z and (3.8). Problem (3.8) may be interpreted as the (homogenized) 
constrained classical action principle for normal modes on C. 

Remark 3.2. If /? # 2, it can be shown that the solutions of (3.8) are in 
an one-to-one correspondence with the solutions of the following 
(homogenized) classical action principle: 

stat{ -Q(u) + k(u): u,(O) = u2( 1) = 0). (3.9) 

Indeed, if w is a solution of (K)= with Q(w) > 0, then CJ > 0 and 
u *= r~“~-~w is a solution of (3.9) (u satisfies -Jti=K’(u)), and if u is a 
solution of (3.9) then w : = k(u) % is a solution of (K),. 

As the function K is convex, it is possible to replace (3.8) by an 
equivalent variational problem, obtained from (3.8) by dualization. In the 
literature, this procedure of dualization has been applied by several authors 
to variants of the unconstrained variational problem (3.9) (cf., e.g., 
Cl, 3,6, 8791). 

To that end, let G: R2” + R! be the conjugate function of K: 

G(u) := sup{u~z-K(z):zER~“}. (3.10) 

Standard results from convex analysis show that 

G E C”(R2”, R) and G is convex; 

G is positively homogeneous of degree c(, where l/a + l/b = 1; 

if u=(~~,~~):G(u~,u~)=G(-u,,u~)=G(u~, --u~)=G(-u~, -u2). 

Denoting by aG(u) the subdifferential of G at U, i.e., the set of points z for 
which the supremum in (3.10) is actually attained, the following relation 
holds: u=!?(z) iff z~aG(u). 

If K is strictly convex, aG(u) is a singleton for each u E R”‘, which implies 
that G is differentiable on R2”. In that case 

u = K(z) iff z = G’(u). (3.11) 

For ease of presentation we shall assume in the following that a is strictly 
convex, i.e., that G E C1(R2”, R). 

Furthermore, we introduce the inverse of the mapping -J(d/dt) on 
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{w: w,(O) = ~~(1) =O}. The inverse, to be denoted by L, can be written 
down explicitely: 

u= -Jti 
w,(O) = w2( 1) = 0 

(3.12) 

Introducing the Banachspace B:= L,((O, l), [W2n) with the usual norm: 
IIuIIL,:= CJ 14a)1’a, th e mapping L can be extended to a self-adjoint, com- 
pact, mapping on B. 

Finally, define a quadratic functional f and an cr-homogeneous functional 
g as 

f(x):=k[x.Lx, x E B, (3.13) 

g(x) := s G(x), x E B. (3.14) 

Then f and g are both Cl-functionals, and the constrained dual action prin- 
ciple is defined to be the variational problem 

where 

k).M stat(g(x): xe.A!}, (3.15) 

AT:= {xEB:f(x)= l}. (3.16) 

Note that the set A is a regular manifold in B as f ‘(x) = Lx # 0 for x E A?. 
The multiplier rule applies and states that solutions of (3.15) satisfy for 
some IR: 

(CL 
pLx = G’(x), 
f(x) = 1. 

(3.17) 

Using Euler’s identity for the function G, the value .D is seen to be 

P =;gw. (3.18) 

PROPOSITION 3.3. The set of solutions z of problem (H)= for which 
Q(Z) > 0 is homeomorphic to the set of solutions of the variational problem 
(g)“M. 

In view of the derivation of problem (K),, and Remark 3.1., this result is 
an immediate consequence of the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.4. (i) Distinct solutions w of(K)= with Q(w) > 0 are mapped 
onto distinct solutions x of (G)A via the transformation: 

x = Q(w) ~ v2 ( -Jti). (3.19) 

(ii) Distinct solutions x of (G)d are mapped onto distinct solutions w 
of (K)= via the transformation 

a /? ‘I8 
w=2 cc 0 

* g(x)“” Lx. (3.20) 

(iii) Zf x and w are corresponding solutions of (G), and (K)= respec- 
tively, the values g(x) and Q(w) are related by: 

g(x)= 2 . 
2 

00 

Or-1 

m 3 
Q( wp2. (3.21) 

ProojI Let x be given by (3.19). Then f(x)=$jxLx=4Q(w)-‘. 
jw(--J+)=l. A s w satisfies -J6 = (2/p) Q(W) R(w) (cf. (3.7)), it follows 
that R(w) = (b/2) Q(w)-‘/~ x. Using (3.1 l), this may be written as 
w=G'(P/~)Q(w)-~"x), f rom which it is seen that x satisfies pLx = G’(x) 
with p= (2/p)“-’ Q(w)~‘*. This proves ci) and, because of (3.18) also (iii). 

If x is a solution of (G),, let v := pLx = G’(x). Then px = -Jti and 
v,(O) = v,(l) = 0. Using (3.11), it follows that v satisfies - Jti = @C’(v), and 
from this that K(v(t)) is constant (= k(v)) for all t E [0, 11. Now, take b > 0 
such that w:= bv satisfies k(w) = 1, i.e., b =k(v)-‘lb. As 
R(bv) = ba-’ K’(v), the function w = k(G’(x))- l/8 G’(x) is a solution of 
(K)= with a=pb - . * B From the extremality relation for the conjugate 
functions K and G it follows that k(G’(x)) + g(x) = j xG’(x) = ag(x) for all 
x. Together with G’(x) = (a/2) g(x) Lx (cf. (3.18)), the last expression for w 
can be rewritten to the form (3.20). 1 

Remark 3.5. Note that if we choose CL = ,!? = 2, the relation (3.21) is par- 
ticularly simple: g(x) = Q(w), and thus because of remark 3.1: 

g(x) = Q(z) (3.22) 

if x and z are corresponding solutions of ( g)& and (H),, respectively. This 
is particularly interesting since the value of the functional g at a critical 
point is thus, via Q(w) = r~, directly related to the (quarter) period B of the 
periodic solution of (K)=. In this sense, the constrained dual action prin- 
ciple may be considered to be a variational principle for the period of the 
solutions of the homogenized problem (K)= when K is choosen to be 
homogeneous of degree 2. The constrained dual action principle may also 
be interpreted in the following way. If functions x and w are related as in 
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(3.19), the constraint f(x)= 1 is satisfied and, for CI= /?=2, g(x) = 
g( -&)/Q(w). As a consequence, solutions of 

stat g( -Jk) -: 
Q(w) 

WI(O) = w*( 1) = 0 (3.23) 

are in an one-to-one correspondence with the solutions of the constrained 
classical action principle (3.8), and the critical values are, apart from sign, 
equal to the (quarter) period of the corresponding periodic solutions of 
(K)=. In other words, (3.23) is an unconstrained variational formulation for 
the normal mode solutions 

Remark 3.6. In the same way as in remark 3.2., if c( # 2 (i.e., I# 2), the 
solutions of (g).Ay are in an one-to-one correspondence with the solutions 
of the following unconstrained dual action principle: 

stat{ -f(x) + g(x): x E B). (3.24) 

A variational principle of this kind, for arbitrary periodic solutions instead 
of for normal modes, has been used by Ambrosetti and Mancini [l] in 
their simplified proof of the result of Ekeland and Lasry [9]. In [ 123 it has 
been shown that for that case the constrained formulation is more con- 
venient to deal with. The same applies for the normal modes: although 
(3.24) may be used to prove the results of this paper, the constrained for- 
mulation (3.15 ) has several technical advantages. 

4. EXISTENCE OF A CONSTRAINED MINIMAL NORMAL MODE 

Here we shall prove Theorem 1 using the variational formulation (3.15). 
The following properties are elementary consequences of the fact that L is 
compact as a mapping from B into its dual B* = L,((O, l), R”‘), and that g 
is convex and continuous on B: 

(i) the functional f:B + [w is continuous with respect to weak con- 
vergence in B, 

(ii) the functional g: B + R is lower semi-continuous with respect to 
weak convergence in B. 

According to Proposition 3.3, the next result provides us with a proof of 
Theorem 1. 

PROPOSITION 4.1. The constrained minimization problem: 

inf( g(x): x E J&} (4.1) 

has at least one pair of solutions. 
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Proof. The set ~8 is closed with respect to weak convergence in B 
because of (i) above. Because of property (ii) above, the existence of a pair 
of minimal elements of g on JX follows from elementary arguments as soon 
as it is shown that g is coercive on J? (i.e., g(x,) + cc for any sequence 
{x,,} c JZ for which Ilx,\lL. + co). But this is an immediate consequence of 
the fact that g is coercive on all of B: if a E R is defined to be the minimum 
value of the function G on the unit sphere in lRzn, then a >O and 
G(x) > a (xla for all x E [w2”. Hence 

g(x) 2 a llxllt,? (4.2) 

which shows that g is coercive on B. m 

Remark 4.2. Alternative proofs of theorem 1 can be obtained using the 
formulation (3.23). If CI is taken to satisfy CI < 2, the existence of a solution 
of (3.23) can be proved with the aid of the mountain pass theorem of 
Ambrosetti and Rabinowitz [2]. If a satisfies LX > 2, the minimization 
problem 

inf{ -f(x) +g(x): x E B) (4.3) 

has a solution because -f+g is lower semi-continuous with respect to 
weak convergence, and coercive on B. 

Remark 4.3. As g’(x) = 0 iff x =O, the solutions of (4.1) are also the 
solutions of 

inf(g(x):S(x) > 1, x E B). (4.4) 

Furthermore, if ge C2(B, OX), it is also possible to consider the following 
inverse extremum formulation of (4.1) (cf. [lo]): 

sup{f(x): g(x) = 1; x E B}. (4.5) 

The solutions of (4.5) and (4.1) are the same except for some multiplicative 
factor. 

5. LJUSTERNIK-SCHNIRELMANN THEORY FOR SOLUTIONS 
WITH MINIMAL PERIOD 

In this section we shall describe the general idea how well-known 
min-max methods can be applied to problem (3.15). In the next section the 
proof of Theorems 2 and 3 will be completed. 

To start with, observe that the functionals f and g are even on B. Hence, 
once the so-called Palais-Smale (P.S.) condition is verified, the Ljuster- 
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nik-Schnirelmann theory for even functionals on symmetric sets in a 
Banach space may be applied, using as index theory (cf. Benci [4]) the 
Ljusternik-Schnirelmann category for sets in the quotient space obtained 
by identifying antipodal points or, somewhat simpler, the genus of sym- 
metric sets in B (Krasnoselskii [ 131, Coffman [7]). Let us first verify the 
necessary compactness condition. 

LEMMA 5.1. The functional g restricted to the set A, defined by (3.16) 
satisfies the P.S.-condition, i.e., any sequence (x,} which satisfies (i) x, E A, 
(ii) g(x,) is untformly bounded and (iii) the derivative of g along A! at x, 
tends to zero as n -+ CO, contains a subsequence that converges in B to some 
element of B. 

Proof Let {x,} be any sequence satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii). From (ii) 
and (4.2) it follows that {x”> is uniformly bounded in B= L,. Hence there 
exists a subsequence, again to be denoted by (xn}, that converges weakly 
in L, to some zZE L,. Since f’(x) = Lx, where L is a compact mapping 
from L, into L& = B*), it holds that Lx, + LA? in L,. From this it easily 
follows that 9 E .A!‘. In order to exploit (iii), note that the derivative of g 
along A at x, E J# is given by G’(x,) - p, Lx,, for some pn E R. Because of 
(iii) we have j G’(x,) x, - pn l Lx,. x, + 0 as n + co. Since the first integral 
in this expression is uniformly bounded, and s Lx,. x, = 2f (x,) + 
2f (a) = 2, the sequence {pn} is uniformly bounded. Taking a subsequence 
that converges in R, to fi say, the corresponding subsequence of {xn> 
satisfies p” Lx, + fiLi in L,. Defining functions P,, EL, by pn: = G’(x,) - 
PlJ4? we have G’(x,) = pn + pL, Lx,, or according to (3.11), x, = 
K’(p, + pn Lx,). Since pn + p, Lx, + ,tiLA in L,, and since R is a continuous 
mapping from L, into L,, it follows that x, converges in 
L,: x, + K’(flLa) = 2 E A?, which completes the proof. 1 

For closed, symmetric subsets r of A! we denote the genus of r by 
~(0, i.e., 

y(T) = k E N u (0) if k is the least number for which there exists 
an odd, continuous mapping 4: f + E@\(O), and y(T) = cc if no 
such mapping exists. 

For [a, b] c R let g - ‘( [a, b]) be the preimage of g in A?, i.e., 
g-‘([a, b])= {x~~&~<g(x)<b}. 

Then the results of the Ljusternik-Schnirelmann theory for the even 
functional g on the symmetric set J# may be summarized in the following 
way: 

Let m denote the minimum value of g on A! (cf. Proposition 4.1) 

m : = inf{ g(x): x E A}. (5.1) 
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Then: 

the number of distinct pairs of critical points of g on 4 with 
critical values in [m, b] is not less than y(g-‘Cm, b]). (5.2) 

Since JZ =g-‘( [m, co)), and as y(A) = co, the existence of infinitely many 
pairs of distinct solutions of (3.15), and, consequently, of infinitely many 
pairs of distinct solutions of (H),, follows. 

However, according to proposition 2.4 we are only interested in 
solutions of (H)z which have minimal period. 

As the reproducing map %Zk defined by (2.2) can be considered as a map- 
ping from B into B, it can be shown that 

%? 2k+1Z=w+1)mc+1~ if z=Lx, for HEN. (5.3) 

Therefore, if we define 

B, := (xWLN ~~~Bx=%+IY), 

and put 8 : = B\B,, the set fi may be called the set of functions in B with 
minimal period. Consequently, Propositions 2.4 and 3.3 lead to 

PROPOSITION 5.2. The number of distinct normal mode trajectories on Z 
equals the number of distinct pairs of solutions + x of(g)& that belong to B. 

In general it is difficult to decide whether a specific solution of (3.15) 
belongs to B or to B,. Nevertheless, using the same idea as in [ 121, we can 
argue as follows. 

As is easily verified, the functionals f and g satisfy 

d% x) = g(x) for XEB, HEN. (5.4) 

Defining a number m,: 

m*. .= inf(g(x): An B,}, 

the following relation between m and m, holds. 

(5.5) 

LEMMA 5.3. m, = 3*12m. 

Proof. If XEB*, with x=G~?~~+~y for some y E B, I E N, and f(x) = 1, 
then, writingj:= (21+ 1)-‘12y, j satisfies f(j)= 1 and g(p)=(21+ l))a’2 
g(y) = (21+ l)-=/* g(x). Consequently, m 6 3Y”2m,. Moreover, if 1 is a 
minimal element of (4.1), i.e., g(X) = m, then ,,/? %$ X E B, n A and 
g(& %$ X) = 3”12 g(X). Hence m* = 3”12m. 1 
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By definition of the number m,, any solution x of (3.15) for which 
g(x) cm,, has minimal period (belongs to B). This observation has two 
immediate consequences. The first one is a property of the solution of 
problem (4.1). 

PROPOSITION 5.4. The solutions of the minimization problem (4.1) have 
minimal period. 

The second consequence is a lower bound for the number of normal 
modes, obtained from (5.2) and Proposition 5.2. 

To describe it, we shall use, here and in the following, the notation 

y(g-‘([a, b))) := max{y(g-‘([a, cl): c<b}. 

PROPOSITION 5.5. The number of distinct normal mode trajectories on C 
is not less than y(g-‘(Cm, m,))). 

In the next section we shall estimate y(g-‘(Cm, me))) using the 
assumptions of Theorems 2 and 3. 

6. PROOFOF THEOREMS 2 AND 3 

Let Qi and Q2 be compact, convex domains in R”’ such that 

with 0 in the interior of Sz,. Furthermore, for i= 1,2, assume that 
Ci:= XJi where .Zi is a regular level set of some function Hie C2(R2”, R) 
that satisfies the symmetry properties (1.2). If ji denotes the gauge of Oi, 
and K, : = jf , then 

K,>K2K* on Rzn, 

and with Gi the conjugate of Ki, and gi = [ Gi: 

G,<GGG, on lR*” and g1 GgGg2 on B. 

In the same way as for the set 51, we may consider the problem (Ki)zz and 
the corresponding constrained dual action principles ( gi)M. 

Defining mi:= inf{ g,(x): XE A}, and mi, : = 3*12 mi, we have 
m,<m<m,, and m,,<m,<m,,. Moreover, for any fi<m,: 
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Using the monotonicity of the genus (i.e., ~(Ai)<yy(A,) if A, CA,), it 
follows that 

YWW? m*))) ~YY(g;YL-mY ml,)). (6.1) 

This result, together with Proposition 5.5 yields a useful lower bound for 
the number of distinct normal modes as soon as we can find sets 52, and LJ2 
for which y( g; ‘( [m, m, *))) can be calculated. 

It is convenient to relate m, and y(g;‘( [m, ti])) to properties of the 
original problems (Hi), . 

LEMMA 6.1. Let a = /3 = 2 for simplicity. Then: 

(i) ml =inf{Q( ) z : z is a solution of (HI)=, with minimal period and 
Q(z) > 01. 

(ii) For any fi: 

Y(g?(CmA)b~({ z: z is a solution of (Hz)=, with minimal 

period and with 0 < Q(Z) < rii}). (6.2) 

Prooj (i) If x1 E JZ is an element for which g(x, ) = m i, x1 has minimal 
period (Proposition 5.4). If z1 denotes the corresponding solution of 
WI),,, z1 has minimal period, and Q(zl) =g(xi) according to (3.22). 
Moreover, all solutions z of (H,),, with minimal period correspond to 
solutions x of (g1)..6 which have minimal period, and as 
Q(z) = g(x) > g(xi), the result follows. 

(ii) For any ti: 

g,‘( [m, 61)~~ {x: x is a solution of (gz)& with g2(x) <R) 

=I {x: x is a solution of (g,), with minimal period and 

&72(x) G 4. 

The last inclusion is a consequence of the fact that with any solution x of 
k)“&Y (21+ 1)1’2 ‘cs,,, 1 x is also a solution of ( g)d, and g( (21+ 1)“’ 
%? 21+ 1 x) = (21+ l)t1/* g(x). 

The last set is homeomorphic to the set of solutions z of (Hz)=* which 
have minimal period and for which 0 < Q(z) = g2(x) < r?z. 

Since sets which are homeomorphic by an odd homeomorphism have the 
same genus, the result (6.2) follows. 1 

Proof of Theorem 2 for k = 1. Assume B,, c 52 c BrI, where B, is the 
ball of radius p in R*“. For Hi we can take Hi(z) = (l/r:) 1~)~; then 
Ci = Hi ‘( 1) and Hi(z) E I&(z) if /I = 2. 
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Problem (Hi),, is particularly simple: the set ri of solutions z of (Hi), 
that have minimal period and Q(z) > 0 can be written down explicitly: 

Ti= 
1 
x=(z1,z2)= 

( 
esintr,ecos:t 

> 
:eER”, Je]=ri . 

I 
(6.3) 

Moreover, for all z E f ;: Q(z) = n/4. rf . Consequently, m, = 7r/4. rf and, 
taking a=/3=2, ml*=(3n/4)r:. 

From (6.1) and (6.2) it follows that 

y(g-‘(Cm,m,,)))~y(T,) provided Q(r2)=:.r:<ml,. 

As the set r, has genus y(T,) = n, Proposition 5.5 yields the existence of at 
least n distinct normal mode trajectories provided that rs < 3r:. This proves 
Theorem 2 for the case k = 1. 

Proof of Theorem 3 for k = 1. Now suppose that H(q, p) = iIpI’+ V(q), 
where V is an even function on R” that satisfies, with a > 1, 

U(lxl) < V(x) d U(a 1x1 1, XEW, 

where UE C*(R+, R,) is monotonically increasing with U(0) = 0. Let 
H,(q,p) := f IpI*+ U(a 141) and H2(q,p)=t lpi*+ U(lql). If we define 

then 52,cacs2,,and .Ej=XJ,=H~:‘(E). 
Again, problems (Hi),, are simple: the sets ri of solutions z of (Hi),i that 

have minimal period and Q(Z) > 0 are given by 

and 

rl= z= 
i ( 

eitj(t),ep(r) :eER”,Jel=l 
> 

r2 = {z = (e&t), e@(t)): e E ET, 1 e 1 = 1 }, 

where (Q,fi) is the (unique) solution of 

4 = APP, -fi = /w(q) 

dO)=P(l)=O 

(6.4) 

for which I > 0, q(t) > 0 for t E (0, 1) and &,’ + U(q) = E. If we put 
& : = {fi. 4, then Q(Z) = fi for all z E r, and Q(Z) = (l/u) rh for all z E ri. 

Consequently, with a = /I = 2: 

y(g-‘([m,m,,))3y(T2) provided Q(~2)=dz=cm,,=~rh. 
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As y(T,) = n, Proposition 5.5 yields the required result provided a < 3. This 
proves Theorem 3 for the case k = 1. 

Proof of Theorems 2 and 3 for k > 1. Let us briefly describe the 
modifications that are necessary to obtain the results if k > 1. Define for 
k>l 

and 

Note that B’,” = B, and B(l) = B. 
Noting that for each solution x of (g)M that has minimal period, 

(21+ l)l’* y,, 1 x is for each 1~ F+J also a solution of (g)M, which, 
moreover, belongs to B “(k) if 1~ k, we obtain the following generalization of 
Proposition 5.2. 

PROPOSITION 6.2, The number of distinct normal mode trajectories on Z 
is not less than l/k times the number of distinct pairs of solutions of (g)M 
that belong to BCk). 

If we define m(,k): = inf{ g(x): x~k’n B’,k)}, it is readily seen that 
rn?) = (2k + l)“‘*m. 
Then, Proposition 5.5 may be replaced by 

PROPOSITION 6.3. The number of disttinct normal mode trajectories on Z 
is not less than l/k.y(g-‘(Cm, mf)))). 

With y(g-‘( [m, mf)))) 2 y(g; ‘( [m, m\ki))), it follows from (6.2) that 

y(g; ‘(Cm, m(fi ))I 2 y(r2) provided Q(r2) < m(:?, 

where r2 is the set defined by (6.3), (6.4), in case of Theorems 2 and 3, 
respectively. 

In case of theorem 2, Q(r,) < m (:J leads to r: < (2k + 1) r:, and in case of 
Theorem 3 this condition reads a < 2k + 1. This completes the proof of the 
theorems. 
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